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Please see below my email to Sir Patrick Vallance and Chris Whitty, UK Scientific and Medical Advisers, challenging them about the grossly disproportionate and ill-targeted response to SARS-CoV-2/Covid-19. This really is the most dire 'public health' response in history, and the bigger picture is very sinister.

Elizabeth Hart
Independent person investigating the over-use of vaccine products and conflicts of interest in vaccination policy

---------- Forwarded message ----------
From: Elizabeth Hart <elizmhart@gmail.com>
Date: Tue, Apr 6, 2021 at 3:34 PM
Subject: The reaction to the SARS-CoV-2 virus is the most reckless and grossly irresponsible 'public health' response in history
To: Patrick Vallance, Chris Whitty

For the attention of:
Sir Patrick Vallance, UK Government Chief Scientific Adviser
Professor Chris Whitty, UK Chief Medical Adviser

The reaction to the SARS-CoV-2 virus is the most reckless and grossly irresponsible 'public health' response in history.

There must be independent and objective retrospective critical analysis of what has taken place over the past year, particularly considering Neil Ferguson et al's Imperial College Report 9, which has impacted upon lockdowns all around the world, and the influence of SAGE.

From the beginning it was recognised the virus wasn't a serious threat to most people. So who decided on a global vaccination response?

This is important to consider now because the entire global population is being set up to be vaccinated with fast-tracked experimental Covid-19 vaccine products, with three doses already in the pipeline this year, and with at least annual revaccination planned in future, i.e. Covid revaccination for life. And this is for a virus which isn't a serious threat to most people.

Obviously the Covid-19 vaccine products do not provide sterilising immunity. The Covid-19 vaccine products apparently do not prevent infection or transmission.

With most people not at serious risk with the virus, it's diabolical to interfere with people's effective natural defences against the virus, with the aim of making them dependent upon Covid vaccine products, i.e. making them dependent upon the vaccine industry, and those who control it, for life.

It's staggering that already more than 30 million people have had a first dose of Covid-19 vaccine in the UK, and are facing a second dose, plus a third dose/booster in the autumn. Do these people realise they are guinea pigs in a massive vaccine trial? Did they give their informed consent to participate in this experiment? Do they know the vaccine manufacturers have been protected from liability?

And now children and young people are in the frame, they are being lined up for lifelong Covid vaccination, even though Covid-19 poses little risk to them. The plan is to start vaccinating babies, lining up people to be repeatedly
revaccinated from cradle to grave. **How on earth has this been allowed to happen? How could ethics committees approve protocols for vaccine trials including participants who are not at serious risk of the virus?**

This is an unprecedented medical intervention on a global scale, why has it not been open to public consultation? Mass populations are being vaccinated with fast-tracked experimental vaccine products, when we have no idea of the long-term cumulative consequences, on top of the ever-increasing vaccine load already on vaccination schedules, including annual flu vaccines.

This has to be stopped. The Covid-19 vaccine products must not be pressed upon people who are not at serious risk of the virus. People must be allowed to freely make their own evaluation of risks and benefits.

SARS-CoV-2 is a virus which isn't a serious threat to most people - **mass global vaccination with repeated Covid-19 vaccination throughout life is not justifiable.** Why was there not more effort put into finding effective treatments, and promoting promising preventatives such as vitamin D to counter deficiency?

The current push for coercive Covid-19 vaccination is wrong, and has been facilitated by the vaccine industry which has colonised public health policy, along with other very influential parties such as the Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, and the BMGF-founded Gavi Alliance. The Bill & Melinda Gates Foundation, Gavi, and vaccine producing countries such as the UK, US and Germany, are the major financial contributors to the World Health Organisation. The WHO appears to be operating as a front for the vaccine industry, i.e. wielding its influence for the benefit of vested interests.

Again, the reaction to SARS-CoV-2 is the most reckless and grossly irresponsible 'public health' response in history.

There must be an urgent review of the current Covid-19 vaccine rollout. People not at serious risk of the virus must be warned about the danger they face in being coerced to having Covid vaccination for life, in effect stealing their own effective natural response to the virus, and making them reliant upon the vaccine industry and those who control it.

I request your response on this matter. The grossly disproportionate and ill-targeted actions undertaken in the UK in response to SARS-CoV-2 are having repercussions around the world.

Sincerely
**Elizabeth Hart**

Independent person investigating the over-use of vaccine products and conflicts of interest in vaccination policy